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've never really thought of myself as
a typical "fraternity guy," and by that
I mean that I don't have extensive
knowledge of cheap beer, chiseled good
looks, abs of steel, or any other boyband qualities. As a freshman, I lived in
the dorms and was fairly uninformed
about Greek life. I knew that my older
brother had been in a fraternity in college, but he never really talked much
about it. I understand that a lot of negativity stems from ignorance of a situation, and I would like to take this opportunity to share with you my experience
with fraternity life at Coastal .
In the spring of 2000, I went to an
informational meeting where all the fraternities on campus gave 10- or 15minute presentations about their
organizations. Unfortunately, I was not
impressed at all. Most of the groups
showcased the "strengths" of their
organizations by passing around picture
albums full of half-naked girls and keg
stands. Overall, not a bad gimmick. but
hardly anything of substance .
However, as with most situations,
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there was an exception. Now, this article
is not a rush tool, and I am not trying to
get you to join my fraternity or tell
everyone how superior I think my fraternity is, but we do some pretty amazing
things that I would like you to know
about. I chose to rush my fraternity
because they were that exception.
Instead of a gaudy, uninformative presentation, I was shown
a slideshow of the brothers
doing community service projects, being active at campus
events, and getting dressed
in tuxedos to go to the end-ofthe-year formal. And ever
since I pledged in the fall of
2000, I've known that I made
the right choice. I don 't want
this to make it sound like the
other fraternities at Coastal
don't have anything to offer,
they just didn't have anything
to offer to me . Volunteering
my time has always been a big
part of my life, and it's also
one of the reasons that I was

drawn to the fraternity. While we do
party and like to have a good time, my
fraternity and many other Greek organizations at Coastal host other events,
many of them community service oriented. Personally, I think those are the
events that everyone remembers most
vivdly; there's just something about

helping others that inevitably makes
you feel better about yourself.
Looking back on my time in the
fraternity, I can't imagine that my college experience would have been the
same if I hadn't joined the organization. I now have a core group of
friends that I can turn to whenever I
need anything. This isn't to say that I
don 't have friends outside of the fraternity (another misconception of
Greeks), but fraternity brothers .are different. They provide that "home-awayfrom-home " feeling for which many
college students are searching . As

incredibly cliched and tacky as that
may sound, I really do believe in it.
Sadly, many Greek organizations tend
to gloss over that fact and promote
their "social" aspects instead . Don't
get me wrong-I like to party as much
as anybody, but that was never been
the reason that I joined a fraternity.
There 's an interesting question:
Why did I join a fraternity? In all honesty, that was nearly 3 years ago and I
was a lot stupider back then! Seriously
though, I just saw a flyer hanging up in
the dorms , and thought I would check
it out. Then I went to a couple of rush

Greek Facts
6% = Percent of Coastal students that are Greek
353 = Total number of students in Greek Organizations
136 = Avg. number of students who attend rush/recruitment/intake per year
All Greek GPA= 2.765
All Fraternity GPA= 2.787
All Sorority GPA= 2.740
All Men's Average= 2.674
All Women's Average = 2.939
All Campus Average= 2.814
Number of Fraternities on campus: 7
Number of Sororities on campus: 6

events (hey, what college student
could turn down free food for a whole
week?) and really got to know the
guys in the fraternity. Well, about as
well as anyone could get to know each
other while chowing down on wings
and ogling the Hooters waitresses.
After watching a few semesters of
rush events pass, I can honestly say
that it's all a bunch of bells and whistles, and you really don't get to learn
about what "fraternity" is until much
later in the semester. All I can say is
when you do finally figure out what it
means to you, and it's different for

everybody, it is an amazing experience,
and one that I know I'll never forget. I
guess when I think of my fraternity, I
think about all the crazy and memorable things I've shared with my brothers. Instantly, a smile comes to my face.
I'm not sure how to explain it, it just
makes me smile.
In closing, I would like to thank you
for actually reading all the way through
this, and I hope you've learned something about "true" Greek life, at least as
I see it. There are amazing opportunities around every comer at Coastal, but
it's up to you to search them out.

IT'SVOLLEYBALL.YADIG?
Words: Aimee Learned Design: Yosi
ah, sure, everyone knows what voleyball is. It's a bunch of good-looking
girls running around in tight, short,
spandex shorts , right? For those of you who
have experienced at least one volleyball
match before, you realize that this is not totally true . As a matter of fact, this only scrapes
the surface . Volleyball also includes bruises,
burns , early mornings , timed miles, three
practices a day (at least during pre-season),
weightlifting, and exhausting travel for games.
However , the long days are balanced out by
the rewards.
If you also play sports, this comes as no
surprise . But if you don 't play, then consider
the following: You wake up on a beautiful
morning in August. But it's not looking so
beautiful once you realize that it is 6:45, and
you have to meet the team at the track for a

7:30 running session. This includes, but is not
limited to, a timed mile, sprints (both forward
and backward), and other various running
drills. If you're lucky, you have time to hit the
showers before class starts . Once you arrive
to class, you must sit in the first three rows ;
it's assumed that paying attention is easier in
this area of the classroom , so the coaches
make random checks to ensure that the players follow this rule .
Your last class is over for the day. Don't
slow down too much because you have team
weightlifting at 3:00. Practice will soon follow
around 4:30 or 5:00, and if you 're lucky and
hustle you might be done by 7:30. Then it's
off to the trainer's room for wraps, bag after
bag of ice, whirlpool and possibly some other
type of treatment. By the time you are done ,
it is already 8:00, and you 're hungry. After you

eat and shower you'll be lucky if it is only
9:30, but you still have that English paper to
write.
Even if you have no homework, it is still
highly unlikely that you will be partying
tonight with the rest of your college friends.
You have a curfew in about an hour, and
you 're just too tired. I'm not talking about the
type of tired you feel after staying out late the
night before an early class. This goes beyond
just wanting sleep ; your body is physically
tired and you 're probably hurting a bit from
pulls, strains, bruises, burns , and over-worked
muscles . There's no doubt you will be sore in
the morning.
Yet despite the busy days , the Lady
Chants continue to play and never give up. If
you have paid any attention to them this past
season, then you know that it has paid off not
only on the court, but in the classroom as
well. Their hard work as given them many
Big South honors: Scholar Athlete of the Year,
Freshman of the Year, and Player of the
Week
This year the spotlight shone brightly on
the team, particularly on three ladies. Senior
outside hitter Jeanne Lambert was named to
the Big South All-Conference First Team for
the second time in her career. Lambert also
(continuedon page 6)

Coastal Volleyball All-Stars. L to R; Jeanne Lambert, Katie Knutson,
Hampton Photographscourtesyof athleticdepartment.
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GHOST STORY:
THE TALE OF ALICE FLAGG
tories are a vital part of human culture. We have a
natural urge to tell stories to one another. Take children for instance, who thrive on telling and listening
to stories all the time. Unfortunately,many of us have lost
the urge to tell tales, but we stilllike to hear them.
One particular type of story that people dread, but
love to hear, is the ghost story. Every town in America has
a ghost story. It is an intricate part of our folk culture. If a
town doesn't have at least one ghost story, then we naturally assume that something is wrong with that town.
Horry County has a lot of ghost stories, but there is one
story that I keephearing over and over again. This is the
tale of Alice.So sit back, relax, and enjoy.
Alice Belin Flagg was a young girl who lived in
Murrells Inlet during the1800's. She was part of the aristocracy of the old South, and enjoyed an upscale life.She
was beautiful,with long brown hair, and had a steady
boyfriend,John Braddock,who she loved. Unfortunately,
her parents didn't approve of this love affairbecause John
wasjust a commoner. Her brother, AllardFlag, eventually
sent her off to school in Charleston. While Alice attended
school in Charleston, she fell ill with fever,perhaps from
malaria. When the news reached home that she was sick,
Alice'sparents brought her back to Murrells Inlet. Her
family did their best to help her recover, but her fever
never went away.One day, her brother went in the room
to check on her, and saw a chain on her neck. Alice always
hid the chain underneath her shirt because it held the ring
of her boyfriend.When her brother saw the chain with the

S

ring, he snatched it off of her neck and threw it out into
the marsh. Alicewas devastated over the ordeal, and she
passed away shortly afterwards.
She is buried in All Saints Waccamaw Episcopal
Church Cemetery near Pawley'sIsland. It is said that at
night, you can see her wandering around the marsh with
her hand on her chest, franticly lookingfor her boyfriend's
lost ring. Her grave is only marked with her first name,
Alice.Her brother thought it a disgrace for his sister to be
in love with a commoner and shame the familyname.
People say Alicewill tell you who you're going to marry.
Place a ring on her grave, and walk around it backwards
thirteen times. She will appear and tell you the name of
your future spouse.
Now, some people have a differentversion of this
story. The other version is that Alicewas engaged to John,
but he left to fight in the CivilWar. He died in the war,and
Alice died of a broken heart shortly thereafter. She is
buried in the same graveyard,but the experience is different. If you go visit her resting-place,she will tug at your
ring because she was promised a ring before she died
The house that she used to live in was called
Hermitage. It was once a major tourist attraction, but the
house has since been moved off the site. Now, condominiums cover the place of Alice'sold home, but her ghost
still roams the nearby marsh, searching, searching...never
findingwhat's rightfullyhers.

Words:Rebecca Wright Design:Stacey Vance Photos: Cliff Parker
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Volleyball
(continuedfrom page 3)

received the Scholar Athlete of the Year Award for a
second time, led the team in both kills and digs,
and was second on the team in hitting percentage.
Keeping Lambert on her toes was senior outside hitter Katie Knutson. Knutson was also selected to the
Big South All-Conference First Team for her second
consecutive year. She trailed Lambert in kills and
digs, but led the way in hitting percentage. Jennifer
Hampton was a first timer, but no rookie, and was
named Freshman of the Week five times throughout
the season . She also received Freshman of the Year
honors and set a Chanticleer record with 1,370
assists during a single regular season. On top of all
this, Hampton was the only Lady Chant named to
the Big South All-Conference Second Team.
Even with all the obstacles of being student
athletes, these young women were able to hold
strong, and finish the regular season with an 11-3
record, giving Coastal a second seed in the Big
South Conference Tournament.
At the conference, first the team faced
Charleston Southern on November 21. The Lady
Chants beat Charleston with a clean sweep of 3-0.
The next night Coastal faced third seeded Winthrop,
unaware that a disappointing loss loomed ahead. On
that night, the 2002 Lady Chanticleers season ended
with a 21-11 record . Despite this loss, the team had
an incredibly strong season. They finished third in
the conference tournament.
So next time you decide to skip your 7:30
class, just think about the athletes here at Coastal
who put their bodies through such rigorous training
and still make it to class on time. They work hard at
a job which many would quit after one practice, so
give it up for your classmates, hall mates, roommates, and friends. Support your Chanticleers both
on the field, court, or track, and off Encourage them,
because it is a tough and demanding lifestyle, and in
the end, all they have is blood, sweat, tears, and a
love of the game.

don't want to say that my family is
embarrassing. That wouldn't be fair.
What my family is goes way beyond
embarrassing. Embarrassing doesn't cover
wanting to crawl in a hole and die every
time I'm out with them in public, nor does it
describe the nauseous , cornered feeling I
get when I know that they're coming to
town.
There has got to be a better word than
embarrassing . My family horrifies me .
They make my skin crawl the way only
demons, boogeymen , and long needles
should. I'm not scared of them--technically.
I know they're not going to hurt me, at least
not physically. The way I feel about my family is the way most people feel about serial
killers: terrified but sort of mesmerized , just
waiting to see what they will do next .
It is the end of the semester , and it
should be a happy, carefree time for me, but
I can already feel my stomach twisting and
my legs turning to jelly. Why? The family is
coming to visit in less than two weeks.
I should probably call the state department of public safety and let them know
that the emergency broadcasting system
should have been turned on days ago.
People need to be warned.
It all begins with my mother. The
woman is loud, no other way to say it. If
her voice catches the wind just right, a person up to ninety miles away can hear her
lunchtime conversation . And she somehow
becomes even louder when she gets into a
disagreement over something, which is
often considering that my mother is also
always right. About everything. One hundred percent of the time. No exceptions .
The real dil€:mmais that a good fifty
percent of the time she's wrong. That
wouldn't be a problem if my mother were
an average person because I think a normal
human being is probably only right half the

I

time, half right a quarter of the time, and
dead wrong for the other twenty -five percent. Most of us have learned to accept
that and move on, but not my mother. If
she says something, it might as well be
God's word. If she tells you that Texas is the
biggest state even though you know for a
fact that title goes to Alaska, you better
believe what she says and not argue about
it because the subject will never be
dropped. She will badger you, shout, call
you names , and make you so riled up
about it that when she finally does quit by
rolling her eyes, lighting a cigarette, and saying, "Whatever," you cannot help but pursue
the truth because she made you terribly
upset over something that you couldn't possibly care less about. Without a doubt , my
mother is the single most aggravating person on the face of the planet.
That is, after my father.
My father hates everything . He hates
the beach, the mountains , the lakes, the
heat , the cold, the rain, the snow, driving,
plane ~ps , trains, and most of all, he hates
other people. He hates bad drivers even
though he goes about 10 miles under the
speed limit in the fast lane. He hates
complainers even though every other word
out of his mouth is about how rotten something is. He hates spending money, and he
hates things that are cheap. He hates doing
laundry, and he hates changing clothes. He
hates church, heathens, music, noise, technology, vacations , crowds, and most of all,
he hates his family.
Granted, deep down inside, he probably
loves us, but that doesn't make him hate us
any less. He hates how we act, where we
go, how we dress, what we look like, how
we earn money, how we spend money,
how we talk, what we say, how we
fight, and especially
howwe

get along. He hates it when we leave the
house , but hates it even more when we stay.
He hates talking to us, but he hates it when
we don't say a word. There is only one way
to please him, and that's to bring him a
beer. Other than that , I've given up hope .
He's impossible to get along with, harder to
reason with than my mother, and the walking, talking, breathing portrait of the reason
why everyone else on earth is frustrated at
least a few times during a normal day.
Miraculously, my brothers are okay.
Granted, my older brother is just as stubborn as my mother and as moody as my
father, but he's generally laid back and fairly
easy to get along with. The only explanation I can come up with for this odd behavior is that he inherited an overactive lazy
gene that renders him incapable of caring
too much about anything. My little brother
is pretty funny, albeit at the expense of others, but because the three of us have the
same warped , mean sense of humor, we
can usually get along without any major
complications. As long as we can keep our
parents fighting with each other, we are
safe.
That is just the beginning of my woes.
My mother has fourteen brothers and sisters, and you can only imagine the complications that come with having such a large
family. Family ailments span the range of
alcoholism, manic depression , obesity,
emphysema , anorexia, gambling addiction,
Catholicism, teen pregnancy, marijuana distribution, atheism, congestive heart failure,
Kansas City Chiefs fanaticism, hyperactivity,
hemophilia , cataracts , poverty, and most
tragically, poor driving skills. That
ly
penetrates the sur-
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face of the issues we have.
Heck, you could learn all that
from an hour at a family gettogether.
I suppose that every family
probably has similar problems,
and I don't believe that I am by
default the easiest person in my
family to get along with. In fact,
I likely inherited all of the most
irritating characteristics of both
my mother and my father, and
it's only a matter of time before I
evolve into the most annoying
person on the face of the earth.
But I justify my actions by claiming the quirkiness defense: I'm
weird, so deal with it. After all,
it's quite obviously not my fault.
There are certain things I
suppose a person has to learn to
overcome in a lifetime, and
learning to not be embarrassed
of one's family is undoubtedly
the most difficult. They are, by
definition, the craziest, rudest,
most illogical creatures on the
planet.
And everyone feels the same
way
I still feel like there should
be an early warning system to
let people know when my family
is going to be around, but then
again, I'm sure lots of other people my age feel my pain. You
cannot change your family any
more than you can change your
blood type, and I guess we'd all
do well to realize this and learn
to move on.
I'll do that just as soon as I
pull this bag over my head.

KASHMIR:
Childhoodin the Midstof Violence
Words: lpshita Chakraborty Design: Yosi
could not sleep at all last night. I had the terrifying dream again, the one in whi~h the
militants come and take Abbu and Ammi away They wear black masks on their faces
and carry enormous guns. Initially, I used to think that the word "militant" was related
to the military, but I have an uncle who is a major in the Indian military and he explained
to me that a militant is the same as a terrorist. Terrorists are those people they feature in
the news every day, especially in our local news . They come in groups and shoot people in
markets, houses, temples, mosques, just about anywhere. These militants are not related to
the army, to brave soldiers, or to good people at all. They are the murderers. They are
butchers who kill men, women, and children without any concern for who they harm. This
terrifying dream has been coming since last year. I get it as many as four times a week, and
every time, I wake up drenched in sweat and panting with fear. I sometimes wonder
whether I should tell Ammi and Abbu about this dream. Should I, or should I not? The
question haunts me every single hour like a spirit that has taken possession of me.
Our lives have undergone upheavals
ever since the militants invaded them . Ammi
does not let me go out anywhere alone--not
even the markets . I can only recall what it
used to be like before fear became the most
(continuedonpage 9)
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dominant and overpowering feeling in my life. I once had a friend
named Brad Henderson, who was from England, and used to live just
next to us. He and his family moved away last summer because his parents worried over the increasing terrorist attacks . I have had no one to
play with since Brad left. I stay cooped up within the walls of my house
because I am allowed to go out only if I am accompanied by an adult.
I shall tell you a big secret. There is a beautiful lake near our house
called Balshar. It has blue water that sparkles like the stars at night and
is as clear as glass. I used to go to Balshar alone at night and row our
boat all by myself, even though I am only a little boy. Arnmi used to call
me her ''brave boy," but now I never go near the lake at night. It is not
as if I am afraid of the dark; I am scared that the militants might kidnap me, or shoot me, and I might never get to see my parents again.
I sometimes wonder a great deal about the militants. I imagine
what kind of people they are and what kind of lives they lead. Are they
so cruel that that they can kill adults and even little children? I am sure
some of the militants are like Abbu, they might have little boys like me
and live in houses like ours. Knowing this, I wonder how they could
stand shooting and killing children. I do not understand how one
human being can attack another, far less kill him. My Abbu is a doctor;
he gives life to people who are ill or dying. These terrorists just knock
down lives, which my Abbu heals after a great deal of hard work
These events remind me of a game I play at home called Skittles.
The essence of the game is to shoot balls from a rifle towards these little men who stand in a row. It is just like the militants who knock down
people with their guns. How can they think people are like toys? The
idea puzzles me. After all, my Skittles can be put back again every time
that they are knocked down. You cannot put back a person who has
been killed. He goes to heaven, and then you can never see him again.
That is very serious--even more serious than Brad leaving because I
believe I may see Brad again if I go to England when I grow up.
I have decided not to tell Arnmi about my dream at all because I
think she is scared too, and if I am her brave son as she thinks I am,
then I should protect her. Everything is fine during the day. I am not
afraid of anything or anybody. It is only at night when I want to go to
Abbu so he can hold me very tight, so I know that nothing can hurt me
as long as he is there. Sometimes I feel so resigned to this situation . My
mind is full of questions, but no one can answer them right now, for
they too are helpless .
Shall I ever go to Balshar alone again and row our Shikara? Shall I
be able to go to England and see Brad when I grow up? Will there
come a time when I shall be able to sleep soundly without any militants
invading my dreams? God watches over all of us, and I have enough
faith in Him that someday the time will come when our lives shall be as
beautiful as they were before.
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OFTEN, WE SEE PEOPLE ACROSS CAMPUS AND PUT

THEM IN A NAMELESS, FACELESS, HOMOGENEOUS
GROUP WITH ALL THE OTHER STUDENTS ABOUT WHOM
WE KNOW NOTHING. WE FOUND THREE STUDENTS
WILLING TO EXPOSE THEMSELVES TO THE REST OF THE
ANONYMOUS MASSES. WITH THEM, WE TAKE A TRIP

f you ever find yourself in search of
Coastal freshman Julio Navarro, your best
bet is to follow your ears. While knocking
on his door, I can already hear the guitar riffs
a-flowing. A friend lets me in, and I find Julio
seated with his guitar, playing and singing
away He 's in his own world , a world where (I
later come to find) music is kind of equivalent
to being , and playing is comparable to, well,
breathing . I take a seat and observe for a few
minutes. Julio hasn 't even looked up yet.
Sporting a shell necklace, t-shirt, frayed khakis
and earrings in each ear , he looks every bit
the part of the promising guitarist. When the
song ends , he finally looks up at me , flashing
an easygoing, charming grin that I come to
discover is a recurring attribute . Then
he stands , guitar still in hand , fingers

I

almost unknowingly still strumming (which, I
might add, continues throughout the duration
of the interview) . And so, ladies and gentlemen, allow me to introduce the engaging and
gifted Julio Navarro.

So where do you come from, and why
are you here?
I'm from Newark, Delaware. I'm at Coastal
because I'm a biology major , God knows for
what reason . (Smiles and laughs)

So how long have you been playing guitar? What kind of guitar do you play?
Since eighth grade. So that's what , like, five
years now. I play a Takarnine G-Series.

What made you decide to pick up a guitar in the first place?
My dad is my biggest influence. He played
and sang every Sunday at a Christian church,
and he would just, like, rock the house. He
also played around the house. He played
Spanish music, classic rock, anything really I
also accredit a lot of my talent in playing to
Mark Hayes, my best friend from home.

Would you consider yourself a religious
person?
Well, I mean, I think I have, like, accepted the
fact that I was born into a Catholic religion,
but I have my own beliefs. I know there's a
higher power, something out there.

What's your motivation to play?
I live for music. Playing, singing, listening .
Playing for other people just makes me happy
Without music, my life is meaningless.

Do you write your own lyrics?
Yes, I do. I've written like five or six songs.
Sometimes I write them in class when I get
bored and don't feel like listening. Then, I like
have stuff written on napkins, in notebooks,
everywhere.

Who are your musical inspirations?

Words: Krystin Mementowski
Design: Yosi
Photocourtesyof J. Navarro

Counting Crows, Dave Matthews Band,
Howie Day, Sublime, John Mayer, James
Taylor, David Gray, Incubus, Jack Johnson,
Eric Clapton, and Jimi Hendrix ...whoa, Jimi
Hendrix. And my cousin, Brad. When he
started playing, I just thought it was the
coolest thing. A year later, I asked my dad to
start showing me a couple songs.

Who has had the biggest influence on
your life?
I owe everything I am , everything I have , to
my mom. The person you see, walking (or
sometimes stumbling) to class , the person
you am a better person because of my mom .
see smiling all the time , that comes from her.
I am a better person because of my mom.
(continuedonpage 47)
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It does. Which do you like better, the fro
or how it is now?
Ahhh, honestly, whatever works. Like if I still
had the fro, yay for that. Both hairstyles make
me happy. It's just hair. I do miss the fro,
though. (Laughs.)

Describe yourself in eight words or less.
(Reflects for a few minutes.) Eclectic, eccentric, humble, honest, intelligent [he was afraid
this would sound egotistical but I insisted],
compassionate, spontaneous, and insightful.

How did you get into drawing?

M

eet Adam Mims, from Carnes
Crossroads, SC. Some of you may
recognize him as the "kid with the
fro," which has, on an impulse, recently been
shorn. I'm here to tell you there is much,
much more to Adam than a really distinctive
hairstyle. Much can be ascertained about
Adam simply by walking into his room.
Anime (think: Dragonball Z) posters and pictures of family and friends adorn the walls.
Journals and sketches lie around in piles, and
unfamiliar, tranquil music floats from the
speakers of his laptop. I immediately make
myself at home, as is hard not to do when
around Adam. Each question earns an attentive pause followed by an equally thoughtful
response, further revealing an extremely
inquisitive, multi-faceted individual.
11
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What exactly brought you to Coastal?
Honestly, it had nothing to do with location or
surroundings or anything like that. What it
came down to was my parents could not pay
for school, and I got grants and scholarships.
So Coastal is kind of paying me to be here.
Also, this is a good school to attend for my
major, Secondary Education, focusing on sciences and biology.

I see. Okay, I have to ask: What made
you cut your hair?
Just me being who I am; I did it spontaneously on a whim. After re-evaluating it, I think I
wanted to see peoples' reactions, to see if I
would still be who I am without the fro. It was
what people knew me for, what "made" me
Adam. I guess I wanted to see if I was still
"made" without it, if that makes any sense.

I started drawing in fifth grade when we had
to take it as a class. I stuck with it because of
my older brother, Bobby. He is just so talented, like he has sent stuff in to Marvel Comics.
I just thought, if he can do this, I can too, and
it just progressed from there.

Tell me more about how you feel about
drawing.
I look at drawing as a form of expression, not
something you do to make money; that's why
I'm not an art major . I usually draw what's in
my mind, like free drawing. I draw a lot of
Anime and nature. It's like an inspiration, a
vibe you get. All drawing is a manipulation of
lines and shapes; easier said than done, of
course.

So what do you do to pay the bills?
I model for one of the art classes here at
Coastal. It's a really laid-back class focusing
on anatomy. It's an easy way to make money,
and I love watching other people draw.
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Theatre Senior Survey
They're not statistically normal. That's probably why
they're drama majors. Here's a look inside the slightly
tilted minds of four seniors.
By Rob Davidson

Now I write what goes through my
mind. I have a compulsive habit of
over-analyzing everything, and I
write it all down from every perspective, trying to justify each one. I get
lost in it. It's almost like you pull it
out of yourself because you can't
handle keeping it all inside.

What is the most beautiful thing
you have ever seen in your life?
As sadistic as this sounds , I think
death is a beautiful thing. We are
imperfect people who experience joy
and sadness on Earth . Life is a precious gift. I feel like, you live your life,
you make your impact. Death is like
a beautiful, justified reward for that.
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If you could be someone else for
a day, who would it be and why?
I could say Jack Kerouac; a beatnik,
that's totally me . Then I think, why
not a bum on the street? The only
reason I would want to be someone
else is to see how their mind works
and operates, if they think in any way
similar to me, all that deep jazz.
Everyone perceives the world differently. No one sees the world with the
same eyes.

What pisses you off?
Well, there's really no reason to ever
get pissed off. But what flabbergasts
me is when people find bliss in ignorance .

What is your most treasured possession?
Life. Definitely life.

What goes through your mind
when you are sitting there?
I wonder what they think I am thinking. At first it kind of feels like you
are being poked and prodded
because you see eyes staring at you ,
then disappearing behind the paper .
You look at yourself in a totally different perspective; it's how the person sees you.

Talk to me about your writing.
When I started writing in the fourth
grade, it was me and my friends pretending to be cartoon superheroes ,
like the Ninja Turtles, making up
crazy stories. Obviously, my writing
has changed dramatically since then.

Julia Burgoyne
What's your least favorite song?
"Blazeof Glory" by Bon Jovi
What makes you excited?
Banana pudding, Jager,Sexy looksfrom guys
What sound is music to your ears?
Wind chimeschiming
If you had one question for God, what would it be?
Is therea God?
In 10 years, what do you see yourself doing career-wise?
Famous movie star or cake baker
Dianne Todd
What's your least favorite song?
Anything Rod Stewart
What makes you excited?
Happy Hour
What makes you sad?
2am Saturday Nights
What is your favorite swear word?
Mother Trucker!!
If there was a theme song that represented you graduating, what would it be?
"YoshimiBattles the Pink Robots"FlamingLips
Lisa Borne
What's your least favorite song?
Wheredo I start? "EarlHad to Die" Dixie Chicks. My
roommate used to play it continuouslyfreshman year.
What sound is music to your ears?
Babies laughing,kittens mewing
What is your favorite swear word?
Fuckin'ell!
What other major would you have liked to try?
Psychology
What job would you hate in the future?
Anything in a cubicle
If there was a theme song that represented you graduating, what would it be?
The theme songfrom "Chariotsof Fire"you know that really
weird BO'ssong where the guys run in slow-mo on the beach?
Yeah, that one.
Jason Adams
What's your least favorite song?
"Men in Black" WillSmith
What makes you excited?
Lizz Farmer'ssmile,hot buttertastin'biscuits
What is your favorite swear word?
Cock-shit
If you had one question for God, what would it be?
Am I doing enoughfor everyone?
In 10 years, what do you see yourself doing career-wise?
Enjoying my life, doing what I love.

Beth Gunter

What are you most widely known on campus for?
Tree-hugging freak. No, probably for my environmental awareness,
my activism, my strong-headedness-not
letting faculty members get
away with things that they shouldn't be getting away with in terms of
taking care of our campus-being outspoken, and from that commercial.

Glad you mentioned the commercial. Do you feel sympathy
for Michael Jackson now that you get recognized in public
places?
Yes, I do. It's been freakish.

Do you feel the urge to climb trees now? Michael liked to
climb trees.
(Ignoring stupidity of interviewer) No.

What organizations are you involved in and what's your position in them?
Students for Environmental Action-president, I work very closely
with SurtRiders, Solid Waste Authority in the Myrtle Beach area, and
Dogwood Alliance-we helped them on their Staples campaign.

What's the Staples campaign?
A campaign that was started about two years ago trying to get
Staples, which is the largest office supply store, to not use virgin
paper products and for all their paper products to be a least 50%
post-consumer, I think it was, and that got passed and recognized in
their national letter.
I work with Sustainable Universities Initiative, which is a number
of schools in South Carolina that signed kind of a moral contract that
we would be sustainable in our practices as an institution. I worked
with SEAC, which is Students for Environmental Action Coalition, the
largest organization run by students, and the list just goes on and on.

What events do you run at Coastal?
I've done Earth Day, and this will be my third year being the Earth
Day coordinator. Tree-A-Thon twice. This semester I was one of
the co-chairs for the peace rally we had on campus . And right now
I'm working with groups in Columbia, S.C., on more peace rally activities.

Do you think the average Coastal student has any idea
how much time and hard work goes into events?
Absolutely not. Times 10.

What do you think would happen if the
average student was suddenly forced
to take over one of your events?
I don't even think people that are
just members of clubs realize how much presidents,
vice presidents, secretaries,
and treasurers have to do. I
think that if the average student did it, they would just
crawl up into a ball and
start crying because
of the amount of
work that has
to be
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done. For instance, with Earth Day, I put in at least 100
plus hours.

Okay, we're going to reminisce a little bit now.
What was your first day at Coastal like?
The first day at Coastal was actually quite funny. It was
the August orientation, and I was sitting in a marine science class when someone asked me why I was vegetarian .
I told them why, and they thought I was crazy. I was
already labeled as a radical for being a vegetarian . I had
seen this thing on the news when I was a senior in high
school. They showed these websites that featured bizarre
things. One was of a beached Blue whale that was stuck
with dynamite and exploded for amusement. I just cried
for days, and it was something that made me realize animals do suffer. Even though the whale was dead, it's still a
very precious animal.

Did you find that your vegetarian needs were met at

Coastal?
No, that's why I moved off campus .

Looking back at those first days,
did you think back then that
you'd be in the same place that
you are today?
Actually, even when I came here I wasn't an
activist at all. My advisor, Dr. Abel, was
amazed that I became president of SEA,
because I wasn 't even a member at the
beginning. I had Dr. Abel for a class but I
didn't even talk in it. I took the club from four members
who graduated to Club of the Year last year. When I first
came here I was very opinionated because of my
upbringing and the diverse city in Virginia I was raised in,
which is Roanoke. I had to learn to shut my mouth on
things, but I was nowhere near the activist I am today. I

didn't even know how much I loved environmental activism until I took
Environmental Ethics taught by Dr.
Schneider. It's a 300-400 level class I took
as a freshman. It made me realize that that's
where I wanted to go. That's where it all
started.

Who have been the most supportive
people at Coastal?
By far, the faculty. Dr. Abel and Dr. Gilman
have very much been good mentors to me ,
almost like fathers to me , especially Dr.
Abel; I'm very close with his family. Also,
Student Activities has been supportive. At

first they were very scared of me , and I
think that still to this day they think I'm a
crazy radical, but now we can just joke
about it and laugh. When I first walked in
they were like 'what planet did this girl
come from?' That's just how you have to
start though . That's why I'm so proud of
(continuedonpage 47)
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IT'S BEEN CELL
WITHOUT MY HELL
PHONE.
Words: Lindsey Barnhill
Design: Yosi

---------------soon as I put my seatbelt on, I realed the mistake I made. But, as usual,
e digital clock on the dashboard of
my car reminded me it was too late to go
back for it if I wanted to arrive to class on
time. Oh well, I thought to myself, one day
without my cell phone won't be too bad ...

Af

I couldn'thave been more wrong
At first, it was no big deal. I made it to school before 8:30
a.m., with just enough time to wolf down a sausage biscuit
before strolling into the Humanities Building. I thought nothing more about the forgotten cell phone until my hour-long
break between classes. And then the problems began.

Needless to say, the day was nothing short of tragic . The feeling of helplessness I endured was excruciating,
and I was truly surprised to discover
how much I rely on my cell phone
every day. It's almost embarrassing to
admit how technology has restricted
our independence, causing us to feel
defective in the absence of its convenience. Throughout the day, I tried to
remember how different my life was
before my cell phone. How did I exist
without it? Life must have been more
problematic back then, right? And
even more importantly, why did I feel
so crippled without it now?
According to Sharon Gaudin of
Network World, trends indicate that
by the year 2005, more than one billion people worldwide will be connected to the cellular stratosphere. That's
quite an increase from the sixteen million who subscribed in 1996, and even
more astonishing are the possibilities
of health risks associated with cell
phones. While the dangers of talking
on the phone when driving present a
major problem, there are actually a
few court cases in which consumers
are suing cellular companies for health
damage caused by the radio frequency
radiation from the antenna of their
phones.
Radiation wasn't a problem in my
particular situation . Instead, daily
tasks that seem mundane turned into
problems of great distress, simply
because I left home without my cell
phone.
Dilemma # 1: LosingParkingSpace
It was the end of the month, and
rent was due. Normally, I would just
call the automatic teller at my bank
and find out my direct deposit amount
before writing the check for rent.
However, without a phone, that's
impossible to do. I had no spare
change to use the pay phone, so there
was no choice but to lose my prime
parking space, drive to the bank, and
make sure my deposit went through.
Talk about wanting to beat myself
up-everyone knows how scarce
parking spaces are, especially around
11:00 a.m .!

Dilemma #2: Locked out of House
I had a scheduled appointment ,
about 20 miles from Coastal, in the
same town where I grew up. Since my
final class ended an hour and a half
before the appointment, I had planned
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to stop by my parents ' home before
going to the engagement. But when I
knocked on the door, no one
answered, so I had no way of getting
in the house . To make matters worse, I
had no idea that my stepfather was
asleep inside! After driving around the
house three times, I gave up and
decided to park in their yard to take a
30-minute nap in my car. The problem
was, without my cell phone, I had no
alarm to wake me up, so I slept
through my appointment. If I had my
cell phone, I could have called and
woke my stepfather, wasted about
thirty minutes inside, and made it to
my appointment on time!

Dilemma#3: Locked out of Apartment
I just moved into a new apartment. It's a nice place with its bamboo-thatch wall covering, balconies off
each bedroom and two and a half
bathrooms. The only problem is I have
yet to master the art of unlocking the
front door . And did I mention how
paranoid I become after dark? You
just can't be too careful these days.
So imagine me, with an armload of
textbooks, fumbling with a key that
won't open the door, absolutely sure
that some crazy madman would
emerge from the bushes at any
moment and tackle me. "What if I
can't get in," I thought, "and none of
my roommates are home, and I'm
stuck out here with no cell phone!"
Another five minutes, and I would
have suffered an anxiety-attack-nervous-breakdown, sure to send me to
the mental hospital forever, all
because I was without my cell phone .
Of course, I opened the door after
a few more minutes of fooling with
the stubborn lock. Immediately, I ran
over to my phone , still plugged into
the charger from the night before ,
eager to see all of the calls I had
missed during the day. As my eyes
scanned the digital display, a deep
feeling of failure consumed me . No
missed calls. No messages . I was devastated. It's scary to think about how
hopeless I felt without it. I think I'll
start leaving my cell phone home on
purpose from now on just to prove
that I can do it. At least until my first
nervous breakdown .
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GOING BACK TO A UNIVERSITY

Words: Shirley Gardner Design: Yosi

retired to Longs, South Carolina ten years
ago, and decided I would like to go back to
school. I chose Coastal Carolina University
because of its location in nearby Conway, South
Carolina, and because the campus looked beautiful. Upon registering, I decided to take a history
course taught by Professor Dr. Brian K. Nance ,
titled: On Intellectual History of Early Modem
Europe. The course required nine books and an
essay on each one. Philosophers were discussed
in the books . I have taken many other history
courses as well.
One summer in 1997, I tried being a tour
guide around campus. I contacted Mr. Tim
McCormick in Admissions, and he said, "Join a
group on tour three or four times to learn about
the campus." It was fun showing buildings to the
prospective students and their parents, and talking about the uses of each location. The students major in marine science, history, computer
science, languages, political science, and English.
I wanted to take a course at the university to
help me with tours. I contacted Judy Fontana,
Director of Programs at the Center for Lifelong
Learning. She said, "The course didn't go over
too well. Why don't you take other courses we
offer? They are for senior citizens who don't
want any homework. We have courses on com-
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puters, language , writing, history, and music."
She added , "Why don 't you become a guide
for us? We have an orientation every semester;
the teachers explain their courses , and a guide
walks the senior citizens around campus , showing them the buildings. An ID is presented to
each senior citizen for concerts and plays at the
Wheelwright Auditorium and sporting events in
the gym."
I took a history course on Canada in 1998,
with Lifelong Learning, taught by Dr. Sam Syme.
There were about thi students in the course,
which covered the history of Canada. One subject which came up for discussion was the seceding of Quebec. It hadn 't seceded yet, although
the class wondered how such an action would
affect
were held in the
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as America is the home of the brave, it will be
the land of the free." It seems so simple. The words
e crisp and untainted; there is truth impliedin their
derivation from our national anthem . And afraid of appearing
unpatriotic, undemocratic, weak, and cowardly, we hide in the
obscurity provided by media and government rhetoric. We
make a show of toughness, of power, surety, and bravado, a
Clint Eastwood mask hiding the fear to which we all inwardly
succumb. We proclaim loudly that we are brave, strong in the
actions that only our nation is valiant enough to take. Bravery
and strength become our mantra.
I am convinced that instead, as we support and rationalize
war, we are the true cowards. We are afraid to stand alone
against the perceived majority sentiment. We are scared to
propose that one of our country's oldest institutions may be
outdated . We fear that if we do not support our government,
if we refuse to bow blindly to its will, we will be undemocratic
traitors . Truly, it is when we challenge our government, when
we buck the status quo, when we refuse to have beliefs forced
upon us that we most courageously embody the values upon
which America was founded.
Courage, according to Plato, is one of four components of
virtue, in combination with justice, temperance, and wisdom .
To be true, one cannot exist without the others. The courage I
see touted in this world is most often exercised with limited
wisdom . Is this lack of wisdom not painfully evident when
people claim that we must "fight for peace?" Peace and war are
mutually exclusive; one cannot coexist with the other. When
we summon our courage for the will to fight, we lose all hope
of acting wisely. Justice is likewise lost. What justification do
2 3
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There is no way to peace.
Peace is the way.
-A.J. Muste

we have for the loss of innocent civilian life?
We say, "Well, some sacrifices must be made
for the greater good ." Briefly ignore
the greater good-if you cannot justify the
_loss of even one person, you cannot justify
the death of many. And so we have drastically lost sight of the things which must , by
definition, accompany courage . War is
rarely wise, and never courageous .
But even with these convictions, I must
concede that I have no answer for the current conflict in Iraq. I know that because
war kills, destroys, and dehumanizes, it is
wrong . It is not, and can not, be the answer.
But I have nothing better to propose . I wish
we had allowed more time for attempts at
nonviolent resolution . I wish we had taken
such efforts more seriously when we initially
began to see danger emerge . But wishes
won't take back a decade of egregious
errors , burgeoning mistrust, and pathetic
international accountability. Wishes won 't
freeze the bombs in midair. They won 't stop
the tanks or send troops back to their barracks. Instead, we must learn from our
mistakes even as we make them.
At this very moment , the United States is
running roughshod over the world, unrestrained and unregulated . For now, we presume to be the god of justice to which the
entire world must answer.
Let us take advantage of our current
unfettered pre-emption abilities. Today, we
should attack the Iraq and Afghanistan of the
next decade. We must strike now, while they
are defenseless and weak. Let our offensive
be swift and decisive, bringing the full financial and material power of the United States
to bear against the rest of the world, which
we know cannot stand in the face of our
nation 's might.

How many people could be fed for an entire year
with the money we spend on weapons?
The Canad ian Feed the Children organ ization spends $33 to feed one
malnour ished ch ild for 6 months . How does this compare to what the
U.S. Military spends on individual munitions and the vehicles to deliver them?
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But let such action be nonviolent. When
the people of countries like Zimbabwe starve
under the oppressive reign of dictatorship,
have no doubt that they will eventually find a
way to eat, whether it be through drugs,
weapons smuggling, or enrollment in the military of the very government that causes
their oppression. Instead of waiting for them
to evolve into a mature rogue nation, let us
send policing troops to protect their polls
during elections, and food so their people
can eat without serving in a military that our
own troops might one day face, and medicine so citizens are no longer dependent on
corrupt government for medical treatment,
and let us most importantly send teachers
and books and information. If we can facilitate the spread of knowledge about racial,
social, religious equality and tolerance, if we
can promote craftsmanship and agriculture,

2003 US Military budget: $396.1 billion
United Nations Development Programme estimated additional yearly cost to meet the basic health
& nutrition needs of the world's poorest people :
$13 billion
Number of people who live on less than $1 per
day: 1.2 billion
Ratio of the US military budget to the combined
budgets of the 7 rogue nations (Cuba, Syria, Iran,
Iraq, Libya, N. Korea, Sudan): 26:1

if we can divert even a portion of the funds
from our horribly glutted military coffers to
people who, in the realest sense , have nothing, then maybe peace will have an opportunity for success .
We cannot hope that freedom and
peaceful coexistence will germinate untend ed. If there is ever to be a movement away
from the violent paradigm of history, then
we must take the first courageous step. If we
hope that all nations will one day be brave
enough to collectively put down their
weapons , it has to start with us. We must be
proponents, instruments , professors of the
peace we wish to see in the world. Above all
else, we must realize that it is only through
such cooperative action that peace will ever
grow; truly, there is no way to peace. Peace,
itself, is the way.

Number of children who die each day from preventable & treatable diseases: 30,000
2003 total US budget allocated for military: 18%
Estimated number of people killed in Iraq since
Saddam Hussein became president in 1979:
2 million
Number of Iraqi children who have died as a
direct result of sanctions, according to UNICEF:
500,000
Total combined military spending of the 7 rogue
states, plus the world's #2 and #3 largest budgets
(Russia & China): $117 billion
Number of Americans killed in the Vietnam War:
58,000
Number of Vietnamese killed in the Vietnam War:
5.1 million

Sources : US Office of
Management and Budget,
UNICEF,UN Development
Programme, Center for
Defense Information,
Canadian Feed the Children,
Bread for the World
Institute, The Village Voice,
The New York Times, The
Washington Post, Pictures
from Google Images .

Editor's Note: This article is
of a strictly personal opinion nature , and does not
necessarily represent the
views of any staff member
except the author.

Words: Mike Jaruszewicz
Design: Yosi
Photosfrom CD booklet

CD REVIEW:
GratefulDead

e tenth selection from Grateful Dead
archi~st, Dick Latvala, f~atures the_band
n all its glory. Released m 1998, this
three-disk set recounts the Dead's second show
from a four night stand at San Francisco's
Winterland Arena on the night of December 29,
1977.
The first track opens with the band completing some last minute tuning. While Mikey
Hart is tapping on his snare, and Jerry Garcia
running scales, Phil Lesh addresses the audience with, "We're gonna try and get everything
just exactly perfect." His words are immediately
followed by a barrage of cheers, and would
echo throughout the night.
It is hard to explain the type of energy the
band tapped into that evening. Each member
brought to the stage their own musical presence. They were separate identities within a
whole that when mixed correctly, allowed seven
musicians access into a realm of music only
few had the ability to reach . From listening to
the show's opening of "Jack Straw," you get a
feeling of what is to come. The song is a mixture of highs and lows. Soothing rhythm draws
the listener into the music, and places them
right alongside the band. As it progresses, the
beats change and the tempo increases. Four
minutes and nine seconds into the song the listener is thrown head over heels into one of the
show's countless jams. Garcia's playing is like an
added voice to the band, one with its own language, demanding respect. The band carries listeners through a musical journey, and returns
them a little different than they were before.
Each of the disks in this selection represents the Grateful Dead at their best. It's timeless music that stands alone far more than any
genre, and destined to live on. Play it loud--play
it often.

Ti
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DISK ONE
1. JACK STRAW
2. THEY LOVEEACH OTHER
3. MAMATRIED
4. LOSER
5. LOOKSLIKERAIN
6. TENNESEEJED
7. MINGLEWOODBLUES
8. SUGAREE
9. PROMISEDLAND

DISK TWO
1. BERTHA
2. GOOD LOVIN
3. PLAYINGIN THE BAND
4. CHINA CAT SUNFLOWER
5. I KNOWYOU RIDER
6. CHINA DOLL
7. PLAYINGJAM
8. DRUMS
9. NOT FADEAWAY
10. PLAYINGIN THE BAND

DISK THREE
1. TERAPIN STATION
2. JONNEY B. GOODE
3. ESTIMATEDPROPHET
4. EYES OF THE WORLD
5. ST. STEPHAN
6. SUGARMAGNOLIA

BOOK REVIEW:

Words: Krystin Mementowski
Design:Yosi

Big Trouble

,, Hahaha."

Silence for a few minutes.
Then: "Hahahahahaha," and from
the other room, "What are you
reading?" This was the question posed to me
(I was the one bursting out into recurring fits
of laughter) while I read Big Trouble, a novel
by Dave Barry.
Barry is a Pulitzer Prize winning humor
columnist for the Miami Herald. Although
he's written 24 books (two of which were
used as a basis for a TV sitcom in the early
90's),Big Trouble is his first attempt at fiction.
In making the transition from humor columnist to novelist, Barry has succeeded
admirably.
The story that unfolds has more twists
and turns than ...something...with a lot of
twists and turns. To give you an idea of what
you're getting into, here is a little plot setup:
A homeless man named Puggy, who has
just gotten a job in a bar called the Jolly
Jackal, settles down to live in an abandoned
treehouse in the yard of the Herk family in
Coconut Grove, Florida. Puggy likes Miami
because "the attitude of most of the police
seemed to be, hey, you can sit all you want;
we're just glad you're not shooting."
The Herk clan consists of Anna, her
daughter Jenny, their illegal Hispanic immigrant maid Nina, and stepfather Arthur who is
an abusive alcoholic (and who everyone
agrees is a really big jerk). Arthur has been
not-so-secretly embezzling money from his

company, Penultimate, Inc., one of Southern
Florida's leading (and super-shady) construction firms, to pay off some gambling debts.
Meanwhile,a struggling,divorced ad
designer named Eliot Arnold is trying to deal
with the Big Fat Stupid Client From Hell who
wants "BIGGERTITS!"in his new advertising campaign for Hammerhead Beer.
One fateful night, Eliot's son Matt sets
out to knock off Jenny Herk (with a squirt
gun) in a game of Killerorganized by their
high school. On the same night, Henry and
Leonard, two hitmen hired by Penultimate,
set out to kill Arthur Herk (with a real gun).
Oh, and the Jolly Jackal isn't just a bar. It's
also the center for a weapons trade run by
two Russians, Ivan and Leonid. They not

only have a nuclear bomb in a briefcase, but
also have two FBI agents on their tail.
In this quick read, Dave Barry does a
wonderfuljob of intertwining characters into
a rollercoaster ride of a story. One-liners and
laughs abound, forming a crazy,yet oddly
plausible plot, considering that it takes place
in Miami.
Although Big Trouble is a little edgier
than his humor column, for those of you
familiarwith Barry, you pretty much know
what you're in for. For those who aren't familiar with Barry, you will definitelywant to be
after reading this book.

You an pick your friends and you can pickyour nose,
but you can't wipe your friendson the couch.
LuckyNumbers3, 8, 11, 14

AMERICAN IDLE:

The Final American Tragedy. Itself.
I am the final fucking minority left.
I have never been disrespected for my heritage.
I have never been in a concentration camp of any kind.
I have never been called a Limey, a frog, a queer or a dyke.
never been spit on for walking into schools.
I have never been held back from voting.
I have never been asked to leave a Denny's.
I have never been watched when I walk into a store.
never been called a nigger, a spic, a wop, a chink or ~ pollock.
I have never been involved in a PC war against The Man.
I have never been a victim of The Man.
I have never been outraged by John Rocker.
I have never been ostracized because of my faith.
never been molested by a priest.
I have never been racially profiled.
I have never been called a camel jockey, or a hillbilly,or a redneck.
I have never been told I couldn't do something I dreamt of
never been beaten.
never been lynched.
never been the victim of a hate crime.
I have never been laughed at because of who I wanted to date.
I have never been kicked off of a football team for my gender.
never been inclined to burn anyone's bra, let alone my own.
I have never been discriminated against.
I am the final fucking minority left.
-Ryan Parrish

Thispoem comesto us complimentsof Archarios,Coastal'sArt and
LiteraryMagazine. Theyfound it too racyfor theirtastes,but we at
Tempopride ourselveson our lack of censorship.We hope to expressall
opinions,no matterthepoint of view or method of delivery.
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ligion has been the reigning
eader in dividing nations and
reating wars. It has even
managed to have an effect on college campuses around the world .
When religious cliques are formed, a
person that belongs to a different
religious identity may shy away from
fully expressing themselves because
their religion is inferior to the
"norm. " Of course , we must take
into consideration that some students do not have a religious background , and therefore they may not
be too concerned with the beliefs of
others.
For many college students at
Coastal Carolina University, religion
defines who they are and is
a key element in
how

R

they live their
lives in society. As
American colleges
continue to increase in
population, so does the
variety of ethnic back grounds and religious
beliefs. Aside from
Christianity and its denominations, there is Buddhism ,
Hinduism, the Muslim faith,
Judaism , and many others that
have become integrated into the
campus community. Many colleges
today have religious social groups
that are geared towards the more
"recognized " religions-those that
have been here in America for

almost all of its history. For example, Coastal's campus has religious
organizations such as the Baptist
Student Union or Campus Crusade
for Christ, whichfocuses on the
Christian way of life. But the "melting-pot" consisting of individuals
from every walk of life in America 's
universities has long since come to a
boiling point. Therefore, there
should be other groups that offer
involvement in a variety of other
religious ideals or thought.
Since America is a pluralistic
society, education should also be
provided in a pluralistic atmosphereone that is comfortable to everyone
who subsists in it. Various religions
of the world that are a part of theoretical discussion in classrooms can
be found in practice in the campus
environment. Coastal students are
exposed to different faiths, values,
and beliefs. The diversity club promotes understanding about people
of various religions, ethnicities, and
sexuality. However, every organization should promote dialogue to end
religious discrimination . Dialogue
with other faiths will begin, which
will help decrease misconceptions ,
and increase our understanding of
another person 's way of life.
Several students at Coastal from
different backgrounds were asked
how they felt about the importance
of religious diversity. A female foreign exchange student from India
who practices Hinduism feels that
"people should be educated to the
facts and importance of other religions without having to convert to
another religion." She also says,
"We should not separate ourselves
from different religious backgrounds.
For example, the International Club
on campus allows everyone to
express their beliefs and culture
through a variety of activities and
functions. Religion isn't as controversial here as it is in other countries .
There are a lot of opportunities to
learn about religious traditions of
the world that can be an enjoyable
experience . My family and I were
recently exposed to the fundamentals of Christianity. This does not

mean we are converting to another
religion; it simply means that we are
interested in learning more about
other beliefs. This helps in our
understanding of the world."
A Buddhist student that has
studied at Coastal for three years
adds, "People can only begin to
think broadly if they are given the
knowledge to do so. Therefore , more
classes should be given on different
cultures so that there will be more
opportunities to learn from a variety
of aspects . Another demise to campus life is that there are not temples
or mosques that can be found within
a reasonable distance of Coastal's
campus."
A Christian student that has
been at Coastal for two years counters, "There are not enough opportunities on campus to learn about
different religions. When something
tragic happens in the world that in
some way revolves around religion,
most people are so uneducated
about the matter, that they can't
really make accurate inferences ."
Preston McKever-Floyd, professor of Philosophy and World
Religions at Coastal, expressed his
thoughts on religious diversity on
campus: "I do feel that we must
work to foster an atmosphere that is
comfortable for students from various religious backgrounds , but we
must also be aware that all people
would not necessarily be interested
in forming religious clubs or organizations (that is a very Western idea);
rather, they would like not to be victimized or stereotyped based on
their religions. In 1965, Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. wrote in the last
chapter of his book, WhereDo We

GoFromHere: Chaosor Community?
'Some years ago a famous novelist
died. Among his papers was found a
list of suggested plots for future stories, the most prominently underscored being this one : "A widely
separated family inherits a house in
which they have to live together ."
This is the great new problem of
mankind. We have inherited a large
house, a great "world house " in
which we have to live together-

Words: LekeishaEdwards
Design: Ellen Bernstein & Yosi
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black and white, Easterner and Westerner,
Gentile and Jew, Catholic and Protestant ,
Moslem and Hindu--a family unduly separated in ideas, culture and interest, who,
because we can never live apart, must
learn somehow to live with each other in
peace."'
McKever-Floyd continued , "This quote
succinctly shows the contemporary global
predicament. It is clear to me that religion
in most places around the world is intrinsically connected to the culture, thus it
impossible to understand history, art,
music, politics, sociology, and psychology
of global culture without some basic
understanding of religion. So religion is not
merely a collection of moral principles or
beliefs, but a pedagogical or teaching tool
as well, which we have definitely seen on
our campus in the past year."
When asked if he believes that Coastal
is taking steps in recognizing other religions, Professor McKever-Floyd replied,
"[There is] the International Studies
Council, chaired by Dr. Jim Henderson
whose focus is to infuse CCU's curriculum
and culture with a global perspective . Of
course, as I mentioned previously, religion
is a significant factor in global culture. So,
we are seeking to establish a culture that
would be open to and knowledgeable of
differences, and subsequently, help the
community relate with intelligent understanding . As a university, this must be done
through teaching, formally and informally,
through courses , forums, teach-ins , theatre,
cultural celebrations , and any other creative means that enlightens and uplifts. I
think the Diversity Club is doing a great
job by trying to recognize and celebrate
cultural diversity and provide information
for campus community."
Organizations such as the Diversity
Club and the International Club provide a
foundation for Coastal to expand on. As
Coastal continues to grow, hopefully students will be able to make even more

nse out of religious cultures
and backgrounds that seem perplexing at times.
Ralph Waldo Emerson , a
nineteenth-century romantic
transcendentalist , said it best
when he said, "The world is not
the product of manifold power,
but of one will, of one mind;
and that one mind is everywhere active, in each ray of the
star in each wavelet of the pool;
and whatever opposes that will
is everywhere balked and baffled, because things are made so
and not otherwise ... All things
proceed out of the same spirit,
and all things conspire with it."
Emerson 's quote , "All things
proceed out of the same spirit,
and all things conspire with it,"
expresses the belief that one
thing affects another--nothing is
irrelevant. Keeping this in mind ,
we need to become more aware
of our surroundings and develop a higher respect for others .
Lack of knowledge about other
religions can unknowingly create unpleasant judgments . We
should all challenge ourselves to
learn more about other religions,
and we will all begin to realize
the common theme they almost
all share; a theme of Love.

AMAICA
Words: Erin Barajas Design: Yosi

have always heard that if you are in a foreign country, you should
immerse yourself in their culture. Never have I understood this so
clearly as on my recent trip to Jamaica. Before leaving on this trip, I was
informed that many Jamaicans are so intent on selling you their goods and
services-everything from hair-braiding to "ganja"-that they will literally follow you everywhere or comer you outside your hotel until you purchase
their wares. Of course, when my boyfriend, Marc, and I landed in Montego
Bay, I was so mesmerized by the flawless teal ocean and the Jamaican
woman dressed in traditional clothing singing a "welcome" song, that I did
not even care . In fact, we were so anxious to explore that almost as soon
as we checked into our hotel, we set out to see the city. It did not take long
before we found that all of the stories we had heard from American tourists
were accurate. Needless to say, we became frustrated very quickly and we
had only been on the island a few hours!

I

During our journey, we found ourselves walking along side a local
named Desmond . After some small
talk, he offered to show us around
town. Unsure how to respond, we
followed Desmond down several
streets toward the local market. He
pointed out sights as we went, like
the museum and a 100-foot
Christmas tree with tropical flowers
all around it, that seemed ridiculous
in 85-degree heat.
Desmond also explained to us
that he is a Rastafarian. The
Rastafarian religion in Jamaica
started in the ghettos of Kingston in
the early 1930's. Rastafarians are
highly respected people in
Jamaican society, similar, I imagine,
to sumo wrestlers in Japan. They
preach equality and feel that the
basic truth of life is that no man is
more privileged than another.
Suddenly, peddlers who saw us
walking with a "Rasta-man," as they
called him, left us alone. And those
who did not_realize we were with
Desmond, were quickly dispersed
with a few choice word from him.
We wandered around for a
while until Desmond said he wanted to show us another spot and
hailed a cab for us. Against every-

thing I was taught about getting into
cars with strangers, we jumped in.
First of all, let me say that the traffic laws in Jamaica are not the same
as those in the U.S.There are no
lanes; you make a lane wherever
you feel one should be. Also, there
are no seatbelts in the back seats,
which we discovered when our
driver went flying up mountain
roads at speeds that had to be illegal. Of course, there was no way of
knowing how fast we were going
since the speedometer did not
work. It was at this point that I also
realized what great inventions
guardrails were, and how much I
missed them since there did not
seem to be any in Jamaica .
But what the hell--I was on
vacation on a tropical island with
gorgeous scenery all around me.
Even the tiny rundown shacks were
beautiful. Most of them were the
size of the living room in my apartment, but they were brightly colored against the background of
dark green banana trees . There
were people pushing carts of sugar
cane along the road (a dangerous
task with our driver) and people
carrying bundles of all sorts on
their heads. By the time we got to a
•
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Desmond, the intrepid Rastafarian
guide, by Montego Bay.
Photo courtesyof E. Barajas

RASTA-FACTS:
Religion originated in Africa , and is generally associated with the poorer
black population of Jamaica.
Basic belief is that Haile Selassie, who was previously named Ras Tafari
and was the former Emperor of Ethiopia, is living God for black race.
Rastafarians also believe that Ethiopia is Heaven on Earth , and when
they die they will return to Ethiopia.
Ganja is part of their religion, it is used not only for spiritual purposes and
celebrations , but for medicinal purposes. Ganja is said to be the weed of
wisdom and is believed to contain many healing ingredients .
Red, gold , black, and green are the colors of the Rastas.
Red is for the Church Triumphant (church of the Rastas)
Yellow for the wealth of the homeland
Green for the beauty and vegetation of Ethiopia
Black to represent the Africans from whom 98% of Jamaicans are
descended .
Current membership is over 700,000 , with members all over the world.
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Magnolia
Legacy
Alexander
Chanticleer
Canterbury
University
Springs
Lane
Apartments
Village
Apartments
Place
Number of Bedrooms
2
2 or 3
2 or 3
studio , 1, or 2
3
1, 2, or 4
Number of Bathroomi
2
2
2
3
1 or 2
1, 2, or 4
Amount per Month
$700 $695/$800 $765/$875 $400/bedroom
$535-$720 $400/bedroom
Leasing Period
6, 9, or12 6 , 9, or12
5-6 or 12 91days-23mons
10 or 12
Fees :
Aoolication
$35
$25
$30
$35
$25
Deoosit
$300/$350 $400/$600
$50
$200
$200
Pet
$250 $250 (NR)
no $250-$350 (NR)
no
Included Amenities :
yes
yes connection
yes
yes
Washer
connection
Dryer
yes
yes connection
yes
yes
connection
Internet
yes
no
no
hiqh speed
available
Cable TV
basic
yes diqital available
yes
olus
Furniture
unfurnished unfurnished unfurnished
unfurnished
yes
available
Community :
Pool(s)
1
no
1
1
2
1
apartments
yes
yes in apartments
yes (4) in aoartments
Onsite Laundry
yes
yes
Clubhouse
no
yes
yes
no
yes (niqht)
Courtesy Patrol
yes
yes
some
3 miles
Distance from CCU
.5 miles
1.5 miles
3 miles
3.5 miles
.4 miles
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FISHY IN THE FRONT, PARTY IN THE BACK.
Words: Mike Jaruszewicz Design: Yosi
Photos : Cliff Parker
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everal things come to mind when one
thinks about a mullet. Perhaps you imagine
a tasty sea creature , or maybe a trendy
haircut , but for many of us on the Grand Strand ,
a Mullet is a member of one of the area 's
favorite local bands .
The Mullets, with their blend of classic rock
and the blues , have been a staple on Myrtle
Beach 's music scene for the past 19 years .
Formed in 1984, the five-man band delights
their audience with nightly selections from an
enormous arsenal of songs . At any given show
one can expect to hear three sets of about ten
songs each , which cover dozens of artists from
several genres.
Since I've been a fan of the band for years , I
jumped at the opportunity to conduct an interview. I sat down with bandleader Bob O'Conner
between sets at one of their regular gigs and
attempted to get inside the head of a Mullet.
M: I need to know the truth . How did you guys
come up with the name?
B: We were rehearsing in the living room of our
friend Mike Frye, and he was reading an article
on an English punk band called The Millions of
Dead Cops. He suggested the name "The
Millions of Dead Mullets," and it stuck. After a
few years, we dropped the beginning , and have
been going by The Mullets ever since.
M: So it has nothing to do with the haircut?
B: No.
M: How do you decide what songs to play?
B: We pick everything from the top of our head .
We play whatever feels good . We used to write
set lists, but it ended up being a waste of time.
People would request songs or a band member
wouldn't feel like playing something, so we just
stopped doing it.
M: You guys always throw in a few originals
each night. What inspires a Mullet?
B: When I write, they just kinda hit me . Maybe
you shouldn 't print this, but it's like being constipated . It's as if you have something inside you
that needs to come out , and when you pick up a
guitar it just happens.
M: What's your favorite type of setting to play?
B: It all depends . We like a place where there's a
stage and lights, with plenty of room to play.
Then again, we play in one bar where they

TomSmlth
Rolein theband:Bass
Dayjob:Landscapeartist
· .haircut
or deliciousfish:

Some of what you can expect to hear.
-The Allman Brothers Band
-B.B. King
-The Band
-Creedence Clearwater Revival
-Curtis Mayfield
-George Thorogood
-The GratefulDead
-Jirni Hendrix
-Joe Cocker
-T-BoneWalker
-The RollingStones
-Van Morrison
-Warren Zevon
-Variousoriginals
For a listing of upcoming shows, visit
The Mullets online at
http :/ /www.themulletsofmyrtlebeach.com
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Terry Amaker
Role in the band: Guitar,vocals, easy target
Day job: Distributionstandardsrepresentative(try tofigure
that out)
Mullet- stylish haircut or delicious fish: I think of our band
Beverage of choice : At work-coffee, At play- BassAle or
whatevershot someoneelseis buying
What is currently playing in your CD player: Kenny
Wayne Shepard
How do you prepare yourself for a show: I have a cup of
coffee, or two, then talk to Tomnon-stopfor the next 30 minutes on the way to the show.
If you could jam with one musician from the past 100
years, who would it be : Thereare several, but if I had to
pick one, it would be Eric Clapton.
Hypothetical situation- the band gets into a brawl. Who
is the last man standing : Consideringour ages,I don't think
any of us.
Hobbies : Golf,musicotherthan our band

RussFlack

Bob O'Conner

Role in the band: Drums,visions
Day job: Codeenforcementofficer
Mullet- stylish haircut or delicious fish: I think of a band
Beverage of choice: Coffee,beer
What is currently playing in your CD player: String

Role in the band: Guitar,vocals
Day job: Massagetherapist(appointmentonly)
Mullet- stylish haircut or delicious fish:Bait!
Beverage of choice: Non-alcohol,Coca

CheeseIncident,MilesDavis,Incubus(belongsto my 14
year old son)
How do you prepare yourself for a show: Drive50 miles
If you could jam with one musician from the past 100
years, who would it be: It's so hard to narrowdown,
maybe NeilDiamond... really,The Band, or TheRolling
Stones
Hypothetical situation- the band gets into a brawl. Who
is the last man standing: I would be standingfar away.
Hobbies: Everybodyelse'smusic,woodworking

Alcohol,just about anything
~rur,
~
'ltucks~
n PHne,
How do you prepare~
per, coffee, sinusmedicin
i.
If you could j
•
musician
from the past
100 years, who wouldit be: EmmylouHarris
Hypothetical situation- the band gets into a brawl.
Who is the last man standing : All of us, running

down the highway
Hobbies: Golf,workingin theyard, torturingsmallanimals (mostlyinsects)

Jack Willits
Role in the band : Sound, vocals
Day job: Caringfor people,servicingtheirneeds
Mullet- stylish haircut or delicious fish: I think of a newscasteron Tv,
or is the name spelleddifferently?I neverthinkof the haircut,and I can't
say thefish is all that delicious. The band, however,is tasty.
Beverage of choice : Probablychocolatemilkshakes
What is currently playing in your CD player: StringCheeseIncident
How do you prepare yourself for a show : Listento music, mostly
If you could jam with one musician from the past 100 years, who
would it be: Jimi Dylan HarrisonVanJoni CrosbyJerry Doc Lennon
(longname)
Hypothetical situation- the band gets into a brawl. Who is the last
man standing : I don't know-I suspectthe band would at somepoint
mysteriouslydisappear.
Hobbies: Reading, listeningto music,spendingprecioustime with my sister.I likesportsbecauseI used toplay a lot.

Jamaica
(continuedfrom page 35)
crystal clear creek that was supposedly the inspiration for some
of Bob Marley's early music, I felt worlds away from anything
familiar and it was phenomenal!
During the course of our week on the island , our Rastaman took us on tours of Negri! and Ocho Rios. I suppose we
could have taken the tours offered through our hotel that featured air-conditioned rides to all the tourist-trap spots on the
island , but we never would have encountered the slice of culture we experienced with Desmond. We took hour-long bus
rides in which we were the only foreigners, and the only people
whom mistakenly thought there was a limit to the number of
people that can be crammed into a vehicle . Consequently, we
ended up taking taxi rides in old Honda Civics with seven other
people . At one point , I was sitting on the lap of an old
Jamaican woman who was singing songs all the way to her
stop, and intermittently asking me if I was comfortable . When
she got out she said, "Honey, I hope you enjoy the rest of your
vacation." Tell me where you can experience that in America!
We sucked on sugar cane and drank Appleton's Rum and Red
Stripe. We ate curried conch meat and fish so fresh that they
had not even bothered to cut the heads off I did draw the line,
however, at eating fish eyes , much to our Rasta-man's surprise.
On our final night in Jamaica , my boyfriend and I decided
to go with a group from our hotel to Jimmy Buffett 's
Margaritaville down the street. It was crowded, mostly with
people from our hotel, and the DJ was playing cheesy "party "
songs from the sixties, seventies , and eighties . We ordered
margaritas that were $7 each and went to the balcony The bar
itself was OK, but overall, it seemed like any other bar you
could find in Myrtle Beach . After a few minutes , we saw someone waving to us from the sidewalk--it was our guide ,
Desmond . Over the course of a week, we had become pretty
good friends with him and he had been walking towards our
hotel hoping to say goodbye when he saw us on the balcony
He suggested we go to a reggae bar across the street that he
liked. So we did. Once again , we were the only foreigners
there, but we ordered rum drinks-for $1.50 each-and listened
to one of the most talented bands I have ever heard (reggae , of
course) . It was the perfect send-off By the end of my first day
in Jamaica , it had already been the best time of my life.
Oddly enough , as we were waiting for the bus to take us
back to the airport , we started talking to another couple that
was on their way to the States . They had gone down there
only planning to stick around the hotel and the beach in front
of it. They had such a miserable experience (it was raining that
day) that they were leaving three days early Since we had a
better time than either of us could have imagined , my
boyfriend and I felt slightly guilty...but only for a minute . We
were very surprised by the other couple's apparently terrible
experience. Later we decided that our feelings would have
been similar if we had simply stayed on hotel property for the
week. Instead, we did things we never would have done otherwise; we ate what the locals ate, drank what the locals drank,
and learned a lot about their culture . I've never had so much
fun in my life.

COASTAL'S FINEST
Words : Mckenzie Jackson Design : Yosi

W

Y are Andrew Crotty and Mike Haslem a couple of
CCU's finest? It truly takes a special type of person ,
ne who acts not in self-interest, but for the good of
all people . Do you know anyone who has done a drunken
Charles Woodson-like back peddle in front of a crowd while he
is stark naked? Do you know anyone that has American Psycho
quotes on their answering machine? Do you know anyone that
wants to be shot at by their own pellet gun? Do you know anyone who would let his girlfriend clean up his feces after he
overllowed her toilet? Do you have a friend that has fallen
down a flight of stairs and broken a wrist , but instead of going
to the hospital, sits there and drink a six-pack? Do you know
someone who has forced friends to eat handfuls of mushrooms,
or who has drawn on the unsuspecting face of a passed out
partygoer? It was by accomplishing great tasks like these that
Mike and Andy have gotten to where they are today.
Both of these gentlemen have a particular story that marks
their genius . Let us begin with the tale of Mr. Andrew Crotty :
"It was my 21st birthday and I had been drinking constantly for two days. I came home after the bar closed , and my
brother had girls at the house . I ended up jumping on the trampoline with the one I was trying to be suave with . As it turned
out, I ended up getting one of my legs caught between the two
springs of the trampoline. I was so drunk that I couldn't get
myself out. Apparently, I started yelling, and my parents came
out to investigate-only to catch my brother having sex on the
living room floor. Eventually , after a heavy scolding from my
parents, my father came and pulled me out of the trampoline ."
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Mike's story took place in the fall of 2002. Crotty,
Haslem , and another friend were sitting around, preparing
themselves for the night's activities. Mike was feeling rather
chipper that evening, and the following is an account of his
night:
"We were drinking some beers when Crotty suggests
we take a few shots from a bottle of Jameson that he had
stashed away. We ended up going to his place , where he
set the scene by playing a little Bob Dylan. As the music
played, things got quite emotional. The three of us stared
making really weird and outrageous toasts . Before I knew
it, we had taken eight shots apiece in only three songs . We
had finished the bottle in, like, fifteen minutes . At the end
of the night, I went back to my place and started throwing
up all over the place . I slept curled up in the fetal position
next to the toilet on the bathroom floor. I remember that
night well."
Do you know anyone who can compare to these guys?
If you do, then they too deserve to be listed in the ranks of
Coastal's Finest. Their names could be written in the pages
of time, alongside Mike Haslem, the certified lifeguard, and
Andrew Crotty, the certified substitute teacher .

Name/ Alias: Mary Lynne
Craziest place possible: Cino Day inflatables

Your nookie locale: In the parking lot of the
Student Center, in the red 'Ho

What did you do? I'm sure you can figure it
out

Get caught? No--you think campus police
patrol the school at night?
Suggestions for next time: Have Jennings
move the spare tire from the back
Should others try it? Sure, the Tahoe is
more comfortable now and he's a big guy.
SECTION 16-15-130. Indecent exposure.
It is unlawful for a person to wilfully, maliciously,
and indecently expose his person in a public place,
on property of others, or to the view of any person
on a street or highway .

Cherokee at Folly Beach around 2am

Name/ Alias: Scarlet
Craziest place possible: Mom & Dad's bed
Your nookie locale: On the Wall Bridge-full
body contact

Your nookie locale: see above
What did you do? Sex for about an hour
Get caught? No
Suggestions for next time: Use blanket

What did you do? Everything
Get caught? Hell no, unfortunately
Suggestion for next time: Telephone Booth
Should others try it? Hell yes! Big, big fun!

because roof has luggage rack, which can
bruise spine
Should others try it? Yes, very fun.
Other tips: Sex is great as long as you're safe

Risque Behavior = Police! Danger!
SECTION 16-15-120 . Buggery. [Anal Sex]
Whoever shall commit the abominable crime of
buggery, whether with mankind or with beast,
shall, on conviction, be guilty of felony and shall be
imprisoned in the Penitentiary for five years or shall
pay a fine of not less than five hundred dollars, or
both, at the discretion of the court.
SECTION 16-15-60 Adultery or fornication
SECTION 16-15-130. Indecent exposure.

_J

Name/ Alias: Dauber
Craziest place possible: On stage in
Wheelwright while a play is showing
Your nookie locale: In a car
What did you do? Cowgirl style
Get caught? Yes
Suggestions for next time: Lock doors
Should others try it? If you are short
[meaning height , not length], yes it will work
The girl had to wear platform shoes for us to
actually work

Name/ Alias: Jew
Craziest place possible: The gym elevator
Your nookie locale: Parking lot
Get caught? Yes
Suggestions for next time: Do not get
caught

Should others try it? Yes, it relieves stress ,
which there is a lot of at college
Other tips: Ask her question s, a lot of them

Name/ Alias: Fun & Sexy
Craziest place possible: Restaurants
Your nookie locale: Cars, his and mine ,
baseball field, bars , work, etc.
What did you do? Everything and anything
Get caught? Twice
Suggestions for next time: No noise!
Should others try it? Yes, adds to the thrill
of long-term relationship s.
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against pets and amazingly, we have three
pets in our very small apartment! I have
cleaned the carpets on my hands and knees
several times without the help of the bad
roommate . I clean her dishes ALL the time,
fold her laundry, pick up her dog poop and
clean cat hair from every crack of the house .
She always wants to fight but never
listens. She often puts people
down and ridicules them
in public forums .

Name/ Alias: Balls #2
Craziest place possible: Roof of Jeep

CAMPUS SEX
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roommate: The Bad Roommate
How long have you lived with your
roommate? One year
Have you talked with your roommate
about problem(s) [yes or no] Yes
Has it worked? No
Give us the dirt: We said we were totally

Name/ Alias: Eric
Craziest place possible: In the classroom
Your nookie locale: Bathroom
What did you do? Everything
Get caught? Nope
Suggestions for next time: Shower
Should others try it? Yes, it's really fun
Other tips: Always wear a rubber .

MYROOMMATE

IS A ...

Name/ Alias: The Good Roommate
Roommates name or niclmame for

Name/Alias:
Jordan

Roommates name
or niclmame for roommate: Weathers
How long have you lived with
your roommate? Four years
Have you talked with your roommate
about problem(s) [yes or no] Yes
Has it worked? Great , we have yet to get
into a fight. We compliment each other well.
Give us the dirt: Never!

7

Bad fight with your roommate?
Make up over some "Really Dirty Rice"
Name/ Alias: Nicole
On the menu: Really Dirty Rice
Ingredients: White rice, flavored bullion cube
Was it good? Or were there "consequences"? Pretty
good , filling,little bit of constipation
What possessed you to make it? It was all I had
Do you recommend others try it? Yeah, because it only
costs about $.08 to make Other relevant info: Do not
make while intoxicated . Burned rice ruins hotplates, pans,
pots , taste buds and clothing

Why did you really come
to Coastal?
*I visited Charleston Southern and College of
Charleston my senior year , and I cried in the
dorms! So I couldn't leave home . I stayed
here to live with my parents.
*The whores and because I hate Eric.
*Originally to transfer.
*I came to CCU because they didn't have a
football team. Now, sadly, they do. I can't
leave and I'm a fucking idiot for staying. So is CCU for getting a
football team . The feelings
are mutual . Damn
them and boo the

*The reason I came to CCU was because of
the Marine Science degree that is offered
here. I looked at many schools to transfer to
(I was at Penn State) and thought that
Coastal's interdisciplinary program would best
prepare me for my future . I have had to work
hard to get through the program , and I am
even dual majoring in Biology. My only concern is that the University doesn't take its
science program or its students seriously
enough to do as promised and build the
new science building . Even getting the moldy
tiles out of the classroom ceilings and fixing
the "leaks" in certain labs would be a step in
the right direction . I came here for the same
reason many students did and I feel CCU
needs to get with the "program" it has been
selling the science students .

I've Been Arrested!

If any famous person could be your
lawyer , who'd it be? Bobby Knight
Bar Tab: $60.00 Drugs: $40.00 Bail:
Getting bailed out by your friends NOT
PRICELESS! How much? $2000 .00
Situation and Consequences : Took a bat
to a femur

Name/ Alias : Balls #2
Police Bureau: Myrtle Beach Police Dept.
Age of Arrest: 18 and 21
Place of Arrest: Yesterdays and police station

Who was your only phone call? I was so
upset so they put me in an office. I called
everyone for help!

If any famous person could be your
lawyer, who'd it be? Big Johnny
Bar Tab: $60.00 Drugs: $40.00 Bail:
Getting bailed out by your friends NOT
PRICELESS!How much? 18: mom came
w/ $450 .00, 22: it was $800.00 , but I knew the
judge so I didn't pay!
Situation and Consequences : 18-spent a
night in jail , 22-not telling

Name/ Alias: Scary Smurf
Police Bureau: Department of the Safety
for little blue people

Age of Arrest: Unknown
Place of Arrest: Still under investigation ,

Police Bureau:
Myrtle Beach
Police Dept.
Age: 19
Place of Arrest: Ou tside of
Freaky Tiki's
Only phone call? Marc Simm ons

If any famous person could be your
lawy er, who'd it be? Fletcher Reid (from the
m ovie Liar, Liar)

Bar Tab: $60 .00 Drugs: $40.00 Bail:
Getting bailed out by your friends NOT
PRICELESS!How much? $450.00
Situation and Consequences: 2 am in the
mornin g. Just trying to go home. I
walked aroun d back to pe e, and had take n a
mini bottle home just for the memories .
When I finished, I turned aroun d to see two
bike cops who arrested me for public intoxication and minor possession of alcohol. It was
a great night.

Name/ Alias: Corey Davis
Police Bureau: S.C. State Troopers
Age: 19
Place of Arrest: 50 1 at Carolina Forest
Only phone call? Mommy
If any famous person could be your
lawyer, who'd it be? E Lee Bailey
Bar Tab: $60.00 Drugs: $40.00 Bail:
Getting bailed out by your friends NOT
PRICELESS!
How much?

not public knowledge yet.
If any famous person could be your
lawyer , who'd it be? Gargamel, he's creative and crafty

Information compiled by staff during
the first ever Tempo Information
. Fiesta. Due to lack of pages , not all surveys could be used. We apologize and
hope you bare your soul again next
semester. -Ellen Bernstein , asst . ed

$848 .00

Situation and
Consequences :
Blew .13, was
extremely drunk.
Two nights at J.
Reub en

Police Bureau:
Putnam County
Sheriff
Age: 18

Place of Arrest:
Carmel , NY

Who was your
only phone
call?
Older brother

PLEASE
DO NOT
ARREST
THIS
STUDENT

Julio Navarro
(continuedfrom page JO)

Describe what it feels like to perform in
front of a crowd.
It's this rush of adrenaline . It's like...it's like
you 're nervous all over, like you don't know
what to expect. Then if the crowd likes it, if
they start clapping and cheering, that's an
indescribable feeling that just makes you
smile for hours .

How long does it take you to learn a
song? How did you learn to play?
It could be an hour , a day, or a couple days,
depending on the song. I learned by ear, and
now I'm taking an Applied Guitar class with
Tom Yoder, an instructor here at Coastal .

If you could have one superpower, what
would it be and why?
Oh, man . How can you ask me this right
now? (Laughs) You don 't understand, I am
totally in the middle of this whole superhero
thing right now. It's because we were watching Mallrats the other day. (Ponders for a
moment) I would have superhuman healing
powers like Wolverine .

What is the first thing you notice about
a person ?
If I am going to remember their name or not.
Like seriously, I ask myself, do I know this
person , and is their name going to register in
my head when I see them again?

Name three of your passions . Besides
music .
Let's see. Cooking, Tiger Woods golf, and
being a Pike and all the good things that
comes with that. Because being a Pike is
good .

Any tattoos? Where?
No, I wish . If I did get one, it would be some
form of a sun , like on my back between my
shoulder blades or on my arm .

What do you want to be when you grow
up?
Taller. (Laughs) No, but seriously, I see myself
playing music for a living. And physical therapy is in my future . It's something I look forward to.

So where can we check you out?
I play at Bodo 's on Tuesday nights . I usually
go on around like 12. And I play at
Chairman 's Corner Wednesday nights around
11. Hopefully I will be playing at Fat Joint
soon , too .

Beth Gunter
(continued from page 14)

being the president of SEA. I've had the
chance to open peoples ' eyes, and make the
faculty and students think.

If you could wake up with a new talent,
what w ould it be?
To be able to speak better in public and not
47
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be nervous. Probably play music better . Be a
musical genius.

How brave are you? Any broken bones?
When I was little, I fell off my bed and broke
my ankle while making my bed . I broke it a
few other times while playing soccer . I also
have a fake tooth because I was jumping on
the bed and ...

You seem to have a lot of accidents
jumping on the bed.
Yes, because I was jumping on the bed and
my mouth hit my brother's head.

Okay, I heard this one on the Miss
America pageant last night. If you had
your choice to be rich or pretty for the
rest of your life, which would you
choose?
Probably rich. It's not necessarily that I want
things . I would use it to help other people,
and the causes that I believe in.

How do you unwind when the school
week is over?
(Laughing to herself) I go hear my buddies
play, and just sit back and have a few beers .

If you could hand one book, movie , or
CD to someone of another country that
embodies Beth, what would it/they be?
Well, there 's several that I think I would want
to pass on even to my next door neighbors .
God's Last Offer, which we read in
Environmental Science. It breaks down every
aspect of what developed nations are doing .
It's hard for me because I feel like every single
time I talk about issues that are going on in
developing nations that I'm just the typical
middle-class white kid who 's going to college,
but I hope to change that.
If you had the power to change anything

at Coastal, what would it be? And what
changes have you made to Coastal?
I'd like to make people on campus more
aware of the world . People need to realize
that we are a higher learning institution, and
we need to be ahead of the times instead of
just kind of being the mainstream college that
I feel we are. Granted, we are growing as a
campus , but are we really growing in the
areas that we need to be growing in? We
should have a recycling program, our clothes
that we sell at the bookstore shouldn 't be
sweatshop clothes, all the paper that we use
on campus should be recycled , anything from
that to we should have a better vegetarian
selection for kids, and encourage diversity.
We should promote people to stand up for
what they believe in and to get involved . The
same goes for faculty too , because I feel that
sometimes our faculty is being censored
from truly saying what they want.
But I also feel that I've helped
us along. The first time I met
the president , he didn't even
know what the word sustainability meant , and I said to

him , when I come back here I want to be
proud to say that I went to Coastal Carolina
University. We left that meeting and he called
me about 3 or 4 days later and asked me to
meet with him again . He said after our meeting he just sat there and thought about what I
said. He was willing to work with me and still
is. I've taken Earth Day from an event that
wasn 't really big at all to one of the top
events . I feel it's right up there with CINO day.
Also, I've been working to get a green building for the Science Department. And there 's
Tree-A-Thon, which helps restore greenery to
our campus .

What do you see yourself doing after
Coastal?
Probably being an environmental activist for a
non-profit group that will let me speak my
mind and not conform to society. I'm looking
more and more towards lobbying for a nonprofit group . Hopefully right after grad school
I'll be going into the Green Core, which is a
stipend based position started by the Sierra
Club, that takes about 30-35 activists across
the country to work on different campaign .
If one thing was taken away and you

couldn't survive without it, what would
it be?
Music.

University
(continuedfrom page 22)

luncheon , I said, "The Prince Building has a
Computer Lab (tutoring service) , and a foreign language lab. Language classes are
taught downstairs . The Singleton Building
houses the administration and President's
Office. Computer and history courses are
taught in the Wall building and Keams Hall.
The Wheelwright Auditorium has music .
There are baseball , soccer fields, and tennis
courts in back of the gym."
Afteiwards , we enjoyed touring the campus .
Walking around campus recently , I met
Aaron Beck, th<".,,i;+nr nf' T a =~n l'uf~~~...;-and he sugges j
magazine . Go~
sounded like al
I will alwaJ
Coastal Caro~
of talking to stJ
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Here at Tempo, we've come to the decision that we've thanked every relevant
pers on we know already. If you thumb through the archives and your name is
there, great. If not , you better hope it doesn't appear here , in the first ever

"People who we DON'T want to thank"
-The people that finally brought our furniture, because now we can't play office
bas eball.
-Steelcase, the company that manufactured Yosi's chair with the busted wheel.
-General Tso, for almost ruining an aspiring editor.
-The burglars who made it impossible for the procrastinating perfection that we
are capable of, as we are no longer allowed in the Student Center past 10
o'clock at night.
-Ty'Ling because their fortune cookies are crap.
-Ray for his inane comments .
-The people who put up the signs that say "Cigarette Butt Litter Is
Unattractive." That sign is unattractive.
-Our staff for actually turning in their work, thereby giving us the false impression of actually doing our jobs, which means we have to perpetuate that
impression to our bosses .
-The thief that jacked our digital camera resulting in the sky-rocketing of our
film budget.
-The film case lid for almost blinding an aspiring editor and current art director.
-The suicidal Bambi that attacked our aspiring art director's car.
-The cop who gave Yosi a ticket.
-Cell phones for decreasing productivity 300%.
-The cup of water that destroyed the super-dooper, extra elite, master magazine prototype .
-That damn triangular ruler.
-Yosi, for not putting up office hours , or being in his office all semester .
-Recent world events for making our lives a living hell because of constant
debates and arguments , which culminate in wanting to beat the lugnuts out of
each other.
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Disclaimer : Tempo is written and
designed by Coastal Carolina
University students . It is distributed
free of charge to the members of the
University and community. The opinions expressed herein are those of the
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or the University All facts have been
researched by the staff, and we have
faith in their judgement. No part of
this publication may be reproduced
without the written consent of the
Office of Student Activities.
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